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In this paper we focus on the retrieval

Abstract Recent developments in spatial relations have led to
their use in numerous applications involving spatial databases.
This paper is concerned with the retrieval of topological
relations
in Minimum
Bounding
Rectangle-based
data
structures. We study the topological
information
that
Minimum
Bounding Rectangles convey about the actual
objects they enclose, using the concept of projections. Then we
apply the results to R-trees and their variations, R+-trees and
R*-trees in order to minimise disk accesses for queries
involving topological relations. We also investigate queries
that involve complex spatial conditions in the form of
disjunctions
and conjunctions
and we discuss possible
extensions.
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practical applications,
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until recently, of definitions for spatial relations.
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Fig. 6 Configurations of MBRs that yield the relation covers

between actual objects
The remaining relations involve the retrieval of a large
number of MBRs, In the case of disjoint, for instance, all
the MBRs may enclose objects that are disjoint with the

‘ In a previous paper we have shown how the strategy can be
applied for the retrieval of direction relations between extended
objects (Papadias et al., 1994).

reference object, except for those that satisfy the relation
Ri-j where i, in {4,5,7,8}
and j in {6,7,9,10},
or i
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7 illustrates

configurations
of MBRs that enclose objects
disjoint
with the reference object.
The blank
retrieved

configurations

when we deal with

in Figure
contiguous

that yield the relation
all

between actual objects

Figure

8 illustrates

such a configuration;

case a refinement step is not needed.
We followed the same procedure for the relations

potentially

and overlap.

7 are not to be
objects.

disjoint

overlap.

drawn

If, for

instance, the MBRs are related by the relation R5 g, then
and the actual objects also nec&sarily
the MBRs overlap
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illustrates the configurations
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Fig. 9 Configurations

Clementini
approximations
relations.

et al.

(1995)

studied

in query processing

Furthermore,

the nine intersections
relation

for which a refinement step is not needed

they defined

the use of MBR

involving

topological

a minimal

that can optimally

determine

of the relations.

Their

findings

MBR of the reference object
Following

can be used

excluding

during the refinement step in order to minimise the cost of
the computation
of intersections
between
potential
candidates. In the next section we apply
sections 2 and 3 to actual implementations
trees.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
RELATIONS

contains(P,q’)

Fig. 10 Intermediate nodes that may contain MBRs that meet the

the

between the actual objects taking into account the

frequency

I

covers(P,q’)

subset of

previous

this strategy, the search space is pruned by

the intermediate
constraint.

should be satisfied

the results of
based on R-

nodes P that do not satisfy the

Table
between

2 presents

the relations

an intermediate

that

node P and

the MBR q’ of the reference object, so that the node will
be selected for propagation.
Notice that the same relation between intermediate
nodes and the reference

OF TOPOLOGICAL

MBR

exists for all the levels of

the tree structure. For instance, the intermediate nodes that
could enclose other intermediate
nodes P that satisfy the
general
meel(P, q‘)
v
overlap(P, q‘)
v
constraint

IN R-TREES

In order to retrieve the topological
relations of mtz using
R-trees one needs to define more general relations that
will be used for propagation in the intermediate nodes of
the tree structure. For instance, the intermediate
nodes P
that could enclose MBRs p’ that meet the MBR q’ of the

covers(P,q’) v contains (P,q’) should also satisfy the same
constraint. This conclusion can be easily extracted from
the above table and is applicable
relations of Table 2.
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to all the topological

Relation

Relation
between

MBRs

between

intermediate

may enclose MBRs
1

equal(p’,q’)

These settings seem to be the most efficient

node P (that

p’) and reference

method (Beckrnann

MBR

Table 3 illustrates

equal(P,q’) v covers(P,q’) v contains(P,q’)

the number

is, the number of retrieved

MBRs

of hits per search, that
for the three files. The

number of hits per search is inversely
selectivity

overlap(P,q’) v covered_by(P,q’) v
mslde(P,q’) v equal(P,q’) v covers(P,q’) v

covers(p’,q’)

covers(P,q’) v contains(P,q’)

Topological
Relation

meet(P,q ) v overlap(P,q ) v covers(P,q ) v

~
overlap (p’,q’)

overlap(P,q’) v covers(P,q’) v contains(P,q’)

Table

2 Relations for the intermediate nodes

Summarizing,
the processing of a query of the form
“find all objects p that satisfy a given topological relation
with respect to object
involves

the following

1. Compute

q“ in R-tree-based

of MBRs

in each

Find the topological

from

3.20

11.15

53.94

10.37

53,56
2.75

covered_by

1.06

1.30

inside

0.03

0.21

1.47

equal

1.00

1.00

1.00

covers

1.07

1.26

2.52

contains

0.02

0.17

1.25

the top node, exclude

p’ of the

as the MBRs
reference

topological

intermediate

search the remaining

of the second step and recursively
nodes. This procedure

In order to experimentally
above

algorithm,

we

quantify
created

tree

structures

the exception

retrieval

of disjoint,

of retrieval

using R-

is immense;

this

is

become

larger.

The increase

is not

nodes.

The

disjoint
retrieval

worse than serial retrieval

in the size

the possibility
with
of

other

that the
MBRs

disjoint

is,

or
as

because this relation

requires the retrieval of all the nodes of the tree structure
as derived from the 4-step strategy presented above.

MBRs,

the performance

to serial

object

expected,

involves

Table 2.
4. Follow
a refinement
step for the retrieved
except for the cases illustrated in Figure 9.

11. With

in the efficiency

increases the density and, therefore,

the intermediate

nodes P which could not enclose MBRs that satisfy the
relations

of disk accesses per search is illustrated

in Figure

particularly true for small size MBRs where the difference
is almost two orders of magnitude.
The difference drops

first step may satisfy with respect to q’. This procedure
involves Figure 4.
Starting

9>996

9,998

2.76

trees compared

Table 1.

that the MBRs

large
MBRs

meet

the improvement

p’ that could enclose objects that
relations

9,999

The number

data structures

involves

medium
MBRs

may be

overlap

graphically

satisfy the query. This mapping

to the

Table 3 Retrieved MBRs per relation for each data file

steps:

the MBRs

small
MBRs

disjoint

disjoint(P,q’) v meet(P,q’) v ov.erlap(P,q’) v

the

proportional

and it is related to the number of

disk access. Note that the total number

covered_by(p’,q’) overlap(p,q’) v covered-by (p,q’) v equal(p,q’)
v covers(P,a’) v contains(P,~’)

3.

of the relation

column is larger than 10,000 because a MBR
retrieved for more than one relation.

~

2.

ones for each

et al., 1990; Sellis et al., 1987).

Clearly,

a “real” system would do a serial retrieval

of

a case instead of using the tree structure,

by

Obviously,
the traditional

inserting
10,000 MBRs randomly
generated. We tested
three data files:
the first file contains small MBRs: the size of each

in such

topological relations can be retrieved using
window query (i.e., not_disjoint
relation)

used in spatial data structures. In that case, the distinction
between
the not_disjoint
relation
and
the
actual

rectangle is at most 0,0270 of the global area
the second file contains medium MBRs: the size of

topological
refinement
equivalent

each rectangle is at most 0,1 % of the global area
the third file contains large MBRs: the size of each

involves
disjoint

rectangle is at most 0,5% of the global area.
The search procedure used a search file for each data
file containing
100 rectangles, also randomly generated,

relation

relation to be retrieved can be made during the
step. The cost of this approach is roughly
to the cost of meet (according

to Table 1, meet

the retrieval of almost all MBRs that
with the reference MBR).
Depending
and the MBR

are not
on the

size, our approach can improve

the

performance
by
up
to
607..
Another
important
improvement
is the reduction
of the MBRs that are
selected for the refinement step. As illustrated in Table 3,
the number of hits per search for some relations (e.g.,
inside, covers) is considerably
lower than the hits per

with similar size properties as the data rectangles. We
used the previous data files for retrieval of topological
relations in R-, R+- and R*-trees. In the implementation
of
R-trees we selected the quadratic-split
algorithm and we
set the minimum
node capacity
to m=40%;
in the
implementation
of R*-trees we set m=40Y~ while in the
implementation
of R+-trees the “minimum
number of
rectangle splits” was selected to be the cost function.

‘The number

of disk accesses per search using serial retrieval

equal to 200 for all relations
the page capacity
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which

(the size of the data file divided

is equal to 50 entries).

is
by

El
❑ R-tree

❑ R-tree

5.5

❑ R+-tree

*5
$
$

El R*-tree

25

❑ R+-tree
❑ R*.iree

1==1

T

4.5

.

o
cbie

mo

cv

cbie

mo

m

Medium

Small data size

Fig. 11 Performance

of the refinement

topological relation

topological relation

topological relation

search for meet (usually

cbiecvcn

mo

mm

below

10%). Therefore

comparison

of R-tree variants

expensive

the input

step is a small subset of the MBRs

Large data size

data size

relations

performance

that

there is no significant

is worse

compared

gain and the

to the other

structures

would be selected using the window query.
According
to Figure 11, the relations of mtz can be

because of the greater number of nodes in the tree.

grouped

retrieval

into three categories

retrieval.

The first

group

In section 4 we have studied queries that involve

with respect to the cost of

contains

disjoint

which

of objects that satisfy a topological

relation

respect to a reference object. In the next section we extend

is the

most expensive relation and should be processed by serial
search. The second group consists of meet, overlap, inside

our results for queries that involve
conditions in the form of disjunctions

and covered_by.

The third

with respect to one and two reference objects.

relations

covers,

(equal,

expensive

to process.

second and the third
MBRs

group

consists

of the three

which

are the least

contains)

The cost difference
group

increases

between

for the retrieval
nodes (Table

cost is the relation

2). The relation

than covers, although

important.

MBR

which can be inferred

follows,

in general, the conclusions

i.e., the variations
original

R+-trees

and R*-trees

perform

slightly

better

than

advantage is lost if the duplicate
level in the tree structure,

spatial
structures

R*-trees.

outperform
MBRs,

all land parcels in a

the area, that is, the interpretation

knowledge

direction

relations

We can define topological

representation;

of in is
relations

the

Queries involving

relations

in (Randell

low resolution

processed by the 4-step method

this

difference

entries generate one extra

as happened for the large data

it has been used for

in (Papadias and Sellis,

the above topological

R+-trees

However

of

of lower qualitative
resolution using disjunctions
of the
relations of mtz. This is a common strategy in qualitative

drawn in the literature

R-trees3. For small and medium

the query “find

inside v covered_by.

by Table 2.

of the various R-tree-based

Consider

or covered_by

hand, the cost of inside is almost the same as the cost of
The comparison

by the relations

given area”. The land parcels of the result should be inside

configuration
(relation Rg.g with respect to q’). This is due
to the large number of intermediate
nodes that could
contain MBRs that satisfy the relation Rg.g. On the other
covered_by,

provided

mtz is not needed. In a cadastral application,
for instance,
the difference between inside and covered_by may not be

is more expensive

only one output

complex
spatial
and conjunctions

QUERIES

In some cases the refinement

factor

for the intermediate

inside

it retrieves

5. COMPLEX

the

as the size of the

becomes larger. Note also that the primary

the
with

1994) and for
et al., 1992).

relations

of section

can also be
4. The only

is that the set of the MBRs

to be retrieved

by

the first step is the union of the MBRs

to be retrieved

by

size of our tests. In such case the performance of R+-trees
is inferior for the most expensive relations but remains

each of the relations
that belong to the disjunction.
Furthermore,
in some cases the retrieval times do not
change. In the previous query (relation in), the MBRs of

competent
behaviour

the result are the same as those that would

for the least expensive ones. The irregular
of R+-trees is due to the lack of overlap

between nodes, which results in the quick exclusion
majority

of the intermediate

expensive relations

the relation

of the

the MBRs to be retrieved

nodes when one of the least

is retrieved,

the MBRs

On the other hand, for the

illustrates
MBRs,

‘When the data density becomes high it is possible that all of the
entries in a full node coincide on the same point of the plane. In
such cases R+ trees do not work (Greene,
for some data sets involving

large MBRs

of interest were covered_by.

1989). This happened
during our tests.
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for

be retrieved

for inside constitute

covered_by

the subset relations

(see Table
with

if

This is because
a subset of

1). Figure

12

respect to the output

(

disjoint

Table

1

4 illustrates
which

the

relations

an empty

result

between

objects

for

running

the query. When a query involving

reference

is returned

without

two reference

objects ql and qz is given, the topological relation between
the reference objects is examined, and if it is one of the
relations of the table, the output is empty. For the above
contain

[

equal

)(

Fig. 12 Subset relations

According to Figure
all objects that satisfy

query, in addition
to the output MBRs

according

Each entry at row ri(p,ql)

12 the retrieval of the query “find
the relation meet or contain or

equal or inside q“ involves

the same retrieval

time with

rj(p,qz) (where ri

r’i(ql ,p) and rj(p,qz)

mtz, (where
extensive

relations

and column

composition

relation

r’i is the converse

discussion

about

relation

composition

with

of the

respect to

of ri).
of

For

an

topological

with respect to one reference object (e.g., find all objects
that we inside and covered_by q) have an empty result

relations

because the relations
of mtz are pairwise
disjoint.
Nevertheless we can perform semantic query optimisation
for queries of the form “find all objects that are inside ql

array, then one of the two relations is retrieved using Rtrees and the qualifying
MBRs p’ are filtered with respect
to the other reference
object.
This process can be

with qz”. We can determine

and overlap

the reference

performed

that the result of

if p is inside ql and ql disjoint

objects

1991). If the relation

between

is not one of the relations

in main memory

by checking

of the

the relation

that

each output MBR of the first step satisfies with respect to

this query is empty if we know that ql and q2 are disjoint.
As Figure 13 illustrates,

see (Egenhofer,

by

the result is also empty.

of m~2) is the complement

queries that involve

of topological

if q, and qz are related

and rj are relations

the query “find all objects that meet q“. On the other hand,
conjunctions

to disjoint,

meet, equal, inside or covered_by,

the second reference object. Therefore the number of disk
accesses depends only on the first relation. The selection

q2,

it cannot be the case that p overlaps qz.

of the first relation is based on the size of the reference
MBR and on the cost group that the relation belongs to.
The relations

covers,

contains

and equal

are preferable

because they require the least disk accesses. If the sizes of

Fig. 13A

query with two reference

the reference MBRs are considerably
different,
then the
smallest reference MBR must be selected because the cost

objects and empty result

of retrieval
disjoint(p,qJ
--disjoint(p,ql

meet(p,qz)
evctvcv

)

equal(p,qz)
mveviv

is proportional

inside(p,q2)

cvrdby(p,qz)

contain(p,qz)

covers(p,q2)

evctvcv

evctvcv

mveviv

mveviv

cbvctvcv

cbvctvcv

cbvctvcv
Vo
evivcb

dveviv

ivct

meet(p,ql )

cbvctvcv

dvmvev
Ct v Cv

dvevctv
Cv

Vo
equal(p,ql )

evctvcv

cbvctvcv

Vctvcvv

Vo

Vo

o

dvmviv

dvmvev

dvmvev

dvmvev

dvmvev

dvmvev

cbvctvcv

cbvctvcv

ivctvcv

ivcbvcv

ivcbvct

ivcbvct

Vo

Vo

Vo

Vo

Vo

Vo

Vo

evivcb

dvmvev

dvmvev

dvm

dvmvev

ivcb

ivcbvcv

ivcb

dveviv

dvmvev

cb

ivcbvct

dvmvev
Ct v Cv

dvmviv
Ct

Vo
mveviv

mveviv

dvmvev

cbvctvcv

cbvctvcv

cbvctvcv

dvmvev
cbvctvcv

dvmvev
cbvctvcv

Vo

Vo

Vo

Vo

Vo

evivcbv

dvmvev

dvmvev

dvmvev

cbvctvcv

Ctvcvvo

ivctvcvv

cbvctvcv

o

Vo

evivcb

dvmvev

dvmvev

Vo
)

ivcbvct

dvmvev

ivcbvcv

ivcbvcv

Vo

Vo

dvmvev

dvmvev

dvmvev

ivcbvcv

ivcbvo

ivcb

Ct v Cv

---

4 Conjunctions

dvmvev
ivcb

of relations
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evctvcv

evctvcv

evivcb

ivct

evctvcv

evivcb

evivcb

---

Ctvcvvo
dvmvev
Ct v Cv

v Cv
Table

v Cv

dvmvev

Vo

mveviv

evivcb
overlap(p,ql

Vo
evivcb

dveviv

evivcb

covers(p,ql )

Vo
mveviv

cbvctvcv

)

)

evctvcv

mveviv

Vo

contain(p,ql

overlap(p,qz)

cbvctvcv

inside(p,ql )

cvrdby(p,ql

to the data size (see Figure

that yield empty results

11).

Although

the

foundation

for

theoretical

above

assumptions

(GIS) environments.
our

work

methods

practical

can

provide

applications,

the

do not always

hold

a

between

good

extended

to

capture

2). Likewise,

real-world

MBRS

The use of MBR
filters
relations has a very delicate
the fact that the MBRs

for processing
topological
aspect, as it relies heavily on

are crisp representations

of the

objects. A crisp MBR has to satisfy two constraints:
the object

2.

to be approximated

the rectangle

each boundary

is filly

contained

of the MBR

however,

coincides

This problem

from

even with careful implementations

is due to the difficulties
computer

One cannot

a coordinate

representation

such as the coincidence

required,

always

that introduces

Sometimes
calculate

precision

MBRs.

reliably

topological

the reference

object

two

according

objects

to

of a relation

conceptual

neighbors

the
R, is

10 if we enlarge the reference object).
13 has one first-degree

example,

conceptual

neighbour,

either object.

neighbour

of

Rj that has at least two first-degree
that are also first-degree
the

second-degree

4

6 and

On the other hand,

conceptual

12 which is obtained by enlarging

neighbors

‘(relations

object, and relations

Ri is a

conceptual

neighbors

conceptual

of Ri. For

neighbors

of

relation 7 comprises the set of relations 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11;
they all have at least two common first-degree neighbors
with 7, On the other hand, relation 2 does not have any
second-degree

neighbors.

These

results

extended to 2d space where two relations
if they are k-neighbours

that

changes the

can be easily
are k-neighbours

in any dimension.

derive
A

properties

on the line etc. While the first
of crisp MBRs can usually be
the MBRs slightly larger than

it is the second constraint

fast, but slightly

for geometry

constant,

of two points, or whether a point

close to a line is actually
constraint in the definition
fulfilled,
e.g., by making
rectangles)

of
these

the primary

object

R2, R3, Rq and R5 (see Figure

and 8 if we enlarge the primary

relation

of implementing

algorithms

topology.

objects,

7 has four first-degree

A second-degree

with some part

that create MBRs for spatial
can be regularly violated.

coordinate-based
preserve

the

reference

a relation Rj that can be reached from Ri via a directed
edge in either neighborhood
graph. For example, relation

relation

and

of the object’s boundary.

algorithms
constraints

enlarging

between

relation

One may argue that a violation of either condition would
not constitute an MBR in its literal sense (the rectangle
would not be bounding, or the rectangle would not be
minimal);

then extending

the

directions of the edges in Figure 14b.
A first-degree
conceptual neighbour

6. NON-CRISP

within

is RI,

keeping

leads to relations

relation

imprecision.

1,

while

gradually

in practical

In the next section we discuss how

be

the objects

object,

underlying

(the minimality

of

the problem.
is traded

inaccurate,
Such

for performance

algorithms
algorithms

and

(a) Enlargement of primary object

may be used to
make

sure

that

constraint 1 is fulfilled,
but occasionally violate constraint
2 so that some MBRs may actually
be larger than
necessary. The same may happen due to numerical
inaccuracies
such as rounding
errors, particularly,
if
floating point arithmetic is used to represent the objects
coordinates and MBRs are expressed by two integer pairs.
Therefore,

often in implementations

of MBR-based

access one has to assume some numerical
The 4-step algorithm
deal with inaccuracies
MBRs.

Our

conceptual
A1-Taha

spatial

inaccuracies.

of section 4 can be extended to
involving

extension

neighborhood

is

slightly

based
(Freksa

1992). The conceptual

on

(b) Enlargement

larger than crisp
the

concept

1992, Egenhofer

neighborhood

Fig. 14 Conceptual

of

of reference

neighborhoods

object

for relations

in 1d space

We use the notion of conceptual
neighbourhood
to
overcome the potential
problems that may arise from

and

of the 13

one-dimensional
relations of Figure 2 forms a graph, in
which each pair of directly connected nodes corresponds

inaccuracy. In addition to the configurations
of Table 1,
the candidate MBRs for the first step may also satisfy the
first-

to a pair of relations that are conceptual neighbors.
Given
an initial relation between two objects, if we continuously

and second-degree

conceptual

neighbour

relations

with respect to the crisp MBRs that would be retrieved.
Table 5 should be used instead of Table 1 in such cases.
The dark grey rectangles of Table 5 correspond to the
crisp MBR relations displayed in Table 1. The light grey

enlarge the primary object, we follow the path indicated
by the arrows in Figure 14a. For instance, if the relation
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inside
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4
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5
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6

7

7
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8

1;
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;

12

12

13
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11

disjoint

covered_by

Table 5 Retrieval

rectangles

are the additional

and second neighborhood
The extra MBRs

ones that correspond

to first

to be retrieved

Although

the

increase in output MBRs is observed for the relation
equal, for which 81 MBR relations have to be considered
hand, the output

MBRs

and we demonstrated

increase the retrieval
objects that satisfy

query are retrieved even if there exists inaccuracy that can
result in 2-degree
relation
deformation.
The largest

(in lieu of 1 MBR relation

in the crisp case). On the other
for the relation

overlap

remain

practical

we

contiguous

and processing

of topological

in a number

of

relations

areas including

used in spatial data structures. In this paper we

have focused

on the retrieval

of topological

relations

in

MBR-based data structures. In particular we have shown
how the topological
relations
disjoint,
meet, equal,
overlap,

contains,

by the 9-intersection
and their variations.
First

we

inside, covers and covered_by
model)

illustrated

the

to

can be retrieved
possible

(defined

from R-trees

relations

dealt
do

with

not

contiguous

necessarily
entities,

regions,
deal

with

such as countries

with islands, consist of disconnected
components.
The
previous results have been extended for this case. The
only difference is that the number of MBRs to be retrieved
for some relations increases since the relaxation
of the
contiguity
constraint qualifies more MBRs as potential

extensions

Spatial
Query
Languages,
Image
and Multimedia
Databases and Geographic Information
Systems. Despite
their importance,
topological
relations
have not been
extensively

can be applied

An

implementation
objects,

of

as well

spatial

relations

as geographic

for

examples

and detailed descriptions
can be found (Papadias and
Theodoridis, 1994)
In order to model linear and point data we need further

7. CONCLUSION

topic

have

objects. Geographic

non-contiguous

is an important

how our method

applications

candidates.

constant.

The representation

I

using 2-neighbours

non-crisp MBRs.

relations.

cost, but assure that all potential

overlap

meet

between

MBRs and we described the corresponding
topological
relations. Then we studied the topological information that
MBRs convey about the actual objects they enclose using
the concept of projections. Finally we applied the results
in R-tree-based data structures and we concluded that they
are suitable for topological
relations, with R+- and R*trees outperforming
the original R-trees for most cases.
We also investigated queries that involve complex spatial
conditions
in the form of disjunctions
and conjunctions

102

defined,
relations
Egenhofer
between

because the topological

relations

that can be

as well as the number of possible projection
between MBRs, depend on the type of objects.
(1993),

for

instance,

defined

lines based on the 9-intersection

33

relations

model,

while

Papadias and Sellis (1994) have shown that the number of
different projections
between a region reference object
and a line primary object is 221. The ideas in this paper
can be extended
with holes etc.

to include

linear

and point

data, objects
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